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IT’S A DANCE

>>

Ballet. Tap. Jazz. Tango. Hip hop. Salsa. Fox trot.
Swing. Ballroom. Machine performance. Wait —
what? The machine performance dance? Yep. I’ve often compared automation technologies and methods to dance — and
that’s certainly true for OEM performance, which we examine
in this issue of The Journal. Just hear me out. OEMs are doing
some pretty fancy footwork to meet the varying and evolving
needs of end users under pressure from ever-changing consumer demands, regulations, workforce shifts, value-chain restructuring, food safety issues, production
personalization and more.
OEMs are choreographing an intricate dance to help them cost-effectively design and deliver machines on time that can help their end users with these issues.
Of course, smart manufacturing is permeating all aspects of industrial production
now, whether ranging from adding sensors and software in a small shop to smart
machines with The Connected Enterprise and IIoT in large firms.
Now OEM technology is grand jetéing right into the cloud. By providing analytics in the cloud instead of building in-house remote-monitoring and analytics
capabilities, OEMs can get real-time and historical insights into how their equipment is operating, so they can collaborate with users to help cut downtime faster.
OEMs embed a gateway device onto their smart machines or equipment and
connect securely with minimal configuration between the device and controllers.
Cloud-based, smart machine analytics are groundbreaking because OEMs see
how their machines and equipment are performing and create new opportunities
to serve their customers better, as well as help improve asset utilization and time
to market. That’s definitely a dance worth learning. Until next time…
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NEWS & NOTEWORTHY

ROCKWELL AUTOMATION, PARTNERS
SUPPORT BREWERY PROGRAM
New lab will give Colorado State University students real-world learning
experience and provide a testing ground for brewing companies.

>>

Rockwell Automation and
members of its PartnerNetwork™ program played a vital
role in a new hands-on brewing lab
launched at Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado. The lab,
part of CSU’s Fermentation Science
and Technology (FST) program, will
give students practical experience
for careers in brewing and fermentation industries.
Malisko Engineering, a Solution
Partner in the Rockwell Automation
PartnerNetwork program, led
the automation specification and
integration efforts of the new
brewery. Dan Malyszko, director
of operations and lead engineer at
Malisko Engineering of Denver, has
been active in the FST program for
several years, serving as a regular
guest speaker in the brewing
classes and teaching students about
automation technology and batch
processing. He also serves on the
program’s industry advisory board.
“Part of the mission was to expose
students to automation technology
for brewing at an early stage so they
can apply these methodologies in
their careers,” said Malyszko. “This
project involved multiple companies
working together to make sure CSU
stays on the cutting edge of what’s
W W W.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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Attendees at the grand opening of the new teaching brewery at Colorado State University (CSU)
learn about the new equipment during a tour. Pictured: Caleb Hund, Technician (foreground), and
Jason Huitt, Information Technology Manager (background), both employees of the Lory Student
Center at CSU.

become an incredibly vibrant and
innovative industry.”
CSU will be home to two future
breweries, one modeled after a
craft-style brewery and the other
modeled after a commercial brewery,
albeit on a smaller scale. Both

breweries will run on the PlantPAx®
distributed control system (DCS)
from Rockwell Automation. This
plantwide control system allows
brewers to automatically control and
visualize the brewing equipment and
critical process control points such
JUNE 2018 | THE JOURNAL
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NEWS & NOTEWORTHY
as temperature, flow, density and pressure. FactoryTalk®
Batch software from Rockwell Automation supports the
reuse of modular phase code, provides intuitive recipe
authoring and has built-in batch tracking and reporting.
“With the PlantPAx system, students gain valuable
insights into the brewing process while getting practical
exposure to a scalable, stable and operator-friendly automation platform,” said Malyszko.
CSU’s mission as a land-grant university includes
industry outreach and extension, encouraging the
application of research-based knowledge in response to
high-priority needs. The on-campus breweries provide
industry with a resource to engage in recipe development,
lab testing, operational technology research and process
data analytics.
“Brewers from industry can do anything from trying a
new grain bill to a new kind of boiling scheme,” said Jeff
Callaway, associate director for the FST program at CSU.
“For commercial brewers, having access to a miniature

>> PartnerNetwork Brief
Festo Leadership Transitions.
Encompass™ Product Partner
Festo has announced a leadership
transition at its Mason, Ohio campus.
Yannick Schilly, the chief operating
officer and vice president of product
supply for North America, has
stepped down. Nikolas Gebhard
was announced as Schilly’s
successor. He has served since 2012
in various positions in engineering

Dr. Nikolas Gebhard

and with the supply chain division.

system allows small-batch experimentation with raw
materials and process changes that may not be feasible on
industrial-sized systems.”
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NEWS & NOTEWORTHY
NETWORK RESOURCES
NOW AVAILABLE

Rockwell Automation and Cisco®, a Strategic Alliance
member in the Rockwell Automation PartnerNetwork™
program, have released new network design guides and
white papers. These materials help companies connect
mobile devices and deploy end-to-end cloud connectivity
while maintaining security best practices.
The new guides give companies best practices for wired
and wireless network architectures when deploying cloud
and mobile industrial IoT solutions. The free resources are
the latest addition to the Converged Plantwide Ethernet
(CPwE) program.
The new Identity and Mobility Services guide will help
companies connect mobile devices in a way that manages security risks. The guide, based on the Cisco Identity
Services Engine platform, supports industrial security by
identifying, authorizing and posturing mobile connections

at three levels: device, application and user. The guide
also helps users establish unified and autonomous WLAN
architectures and manage self-service wireless access.
The Cloud Connectivity guide provides guidance for using
the FactoryTalk® Cloud gateway to establish a more secure
connection from the plant floor to cloud-based applications,
such as FactoryTalk Analytics for Machines. This end-to-end
connectivity is used to deploy capabilities such as remote
monitoring and support. The design guide addresses varying
levels of security measures for small to large companies.
The companies also expanded their CPwE industrial
security design guides.
The Industrial Firewalls guide provides several use cases
for industrial firewalls and addresses application requirements, technologies and design considerations.
The previously released Industrial Demilitarized Zone
(IDMZ) guide has been updated with new applications
for using the FactoryTalk VantagePoint and FactoryTalk
ViewPoint software from Rockwell Automation.
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NEWS & NOTEWORTHY
CPwE content aims to help industrial operations design
and deploy a scalable, reliable, secure and future-ready
plantwide industrial network infrastructure. The CPwE
industrial security framework, which applies a holistic
and diverse multi-layered approach, is aligned to industrial security standards such as IEC-62443 and NIST
800-82. CPwE testing and validation follow the Cisco
Validated Design (CVD) and Cisco Reference Design
(CRD) methodologies.
The new guides are available for download at http://bit.
ly/IndustrialNetworks.

GRACE ACQUIRES
CIVIONICS

Grace Engineered Products, an Encompass™ Partner in
the Rockwell Automation PartnerNetwork™ program, has
acquired Civionics, the creators of Percēv IIoT predictive

sensing technology. With the
acquisition, Grace will expand
its product portfolio to include
new wireless predictive maintenance technologies.
Artificial intelligence built
into Percēv wireless sensing nodes
maximize battery life and allows
predictive maintenance capabilities to be deployed on new and
legacy assets. The technology
Andrew Zimmerman,
helps users find failures before
chief technology officer of
they occur. Their industrial com- Civionics, will join Grace
munications and edge processing Engineered Products in the
capabilities create uptime bensame role.
efits for operations and maintenance managers.
With the acquisition, Andy Zimmerman, Civionics
chief technology officer, will transition to Grace and serve
in the same role. He holds advanced degrees in both Civil
Engineering and Computer Science and has experience
developing artificial intelligence-based hardware, software
and cloud-based solutions.

OWL JOINS QUALITY
CONTROL PROGRAM

Solutions for
Drive Applications
HPS is a leading global supplier of magnetic solutions used in
variable frequency drive applications. Our engineering capabilities,
quality, on-time delivery and global presence are the top reasons
HPS is chosen over other magnetic suppliers. HPS offers an array of
LV and MV components for drive applications.
• Reactors: Line or load connection
• Drive Isolation Transformers: Meet demands of AC or DC
variable speed drives
• Multi-Pulse Transformers: 18 to 48 pulse drive/inverter duty
transformers

power to perform
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Encompass™ Product Partner Owl Cyber Defense Solutions, LLC, a provider of data diode network cybersecurity
solutions, now is an official member of the Government
Industry Data Exchange Program (GIDEP), a voluntary
supply chain quality control program. Owl also recently
received its ISO 9001:2015 certification, adding to the
company’s quality control efforts.
GIDEP is a cooperative data-sharing program between
government and industry participants in the
United States and Canada that seeks to
reduce or eliminate unnecessary expenditures and mitigate the introduction
of counterfeit or incompatible components in the supply chain.
Managed and funded by the U.S.
government, GIDEP’s participating organizations include: the U.S. Army, Navy, Air
Force, Department of Energy, General Services Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, National Institute of Standards and Technology, and National Security
Agency, and the Canadian Department of Defence.
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Smart machines can give OEMs new asset visibility to help
reduce end-user downtime, meet performance guarantees and
improve machine designs.

>>

Digital transformation is providing manufacturers new insights into their operations
with smart machines and equipment that are connected
throughout the enterprise. Many original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) also would benefit from tapping
into these increasingly connected systems. Machines are
getting smarter, and OEMs can see what manufacturers
are beginning to learn about their facilities. These new
levels of visibility can promote asset performance and help
simplify meeting contractual obligations.
For example, OEMs that monitor a smart machine’s
performance or identify the critical process anomalies will
be able to expand support they provide. Rather than working with their customers proactively to prevent issues from
happening, they often physically send help to a customer’s
site. The result? Longer downtime for customers and higher travel costs for OEMs.
All of the smart machines using connected technology in the plant are limited by keeping OEMs out of the
digital ecosystem.
Fortunately, cloud-based machine analytics present an
opportunity for OEMs to get real-time and historical insights into smart machines or equipment from anywhere.
This can help them reduce customer downtime, improve
collaboration, meet performance guarantees and even
create new revenue streams.

Skip the Do-It-Yourself Perils

Remote analytics isn’t an entirely new concept for machine and equipment builders. Some OEMs already do
W W W.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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this. However, it typically involves building remote-monitoring and analytics capabilities in-house from the ground
up, which can be a time-consuming and costly process.
Most OEMs, for example, don’t have the IT staff or
knowledge required to deliver critical aspects of remote
analytics, such as secure remote access, cloud-based data
collection and database management. As a result, they
take on the upfront costs to acquire the skills needed for
developing a machine customized to their customer and
supporting the equipment long term.
A simpler and more cost-effective approach is available
with software-as-a-service applications. By providing analytics in the cloud, OEMs acquire real-time and historical insights into how their equipment is operating from
anywhere, so they can collaborate with customers to help
reduce downtime.
The technology available to OEMs allows them to embed a gateway device onto their smart machines or equipment and connect with minimal configuration between
the device and selected controllers. This provides access to
information securely via prebuilt dashboards.

Information Creates Opportunities

When OEMs gain access to real-time performance information for their smart machines, they can begin serving
customers in new or better ways.
Service and support are key opportunities. Rather than
traveling to a customer’s site if equipment fails, smart
machines let OEMs troubleshoot and diagnose the problem remotely. They also can collaborate with the user and
JUNE 2018 | THE JOURNAL
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OEMs are shifting from being
machine providers to being
productivity providers.
resolve the issue in a timely manner. As a result, the OEM
can help its customer more quickly and reduce travel costs,
and the end user can realize higher uptime and output and
lower maintenance costs.
Performance guarantees are another big area of opportunity for OEMs. By collecting data and analyzing
performance analytics, such as overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), OEMs can collaborate with their users to
optimize a smart machine’s operation and help it reach
required performance levels. Additionally, cloud-based analytics provide a single, shared version of the truth about a
machine’s performance.
Data collected over time also can be used to reshape
service agreements. After an OEM has collected enough
performance data and gained a solid understanding of
what a machine can do, it can begin offering a range of
agreements that promise improved performance.
Also, OEMs can use cloud-based analytics to continually improve machine designs. Whether looking at
multiple machines deployed across one customer’s sites or
one machine deployed across multiple different customer
sites, the OEM can identify deviations in performance,
trends and patterns and best practices. They then can
convert that data into engineering changes to design
better-performing, more reliable machines.

Bigger Roles for OEMs

Access to cloud-based analytics also can lead to new
business models and help carve out bigger roles with
current customers.
For example, some large global manufacturers are
beginning to transition away from in-house teams that
specify and purchase machines or equipment. Instead,
they can send production requirements to an OEM
that then is responsible for designing and delivering the
right solution to meet those requirements. OEMs are
shifting from being machine providers to being productivity providers.
After OEMs have gained access to performance data,
they can supplement their customers’ in-house teams’
16 THE JOURNAL | JUNE 2018
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>> Rockwell Automation Partners
Support OEMs, End Users

Several Encompass™ Product Partner companies in
the Rockwell Automation PartnerNetwork™ program
(www.rockwellautomation.com/partners) provide
capabilities that support OEMs and smart machines.
Visit this website to learn more about how they can
help you.
Ethernet Remote Access
• HMS Industrial Networks
• ProSoft Technology
• Spectrum Controls
Remote Alarm Notification
• RACO Mfg. & Engineering Co.
Software – Asset Management
• Endress+Hauser
• ERPortal Software Inc.
Software – Remote Alarm Notification
• SeQent
• WIN-911 Software

knowledge, especially as companies struggle to find and
retain skilled maintenance workers.
For instance, an OEM could take over responsibilities
for monitoring machine or equipment performance, and
for servicing them as needed, with guaranteed response
times built into their support contract. The OEM also
could use the information it collects to begin providing
proactive maintenance and training to help users get
ahead of failures and operate more effectively.

Let There Be Light

Cloud-based, smart machine analytics are revolutionary —
they give OEMs access to insights that have been into how
their machines and equipment are performing and create
new opportunities to serve their customers better. Analytics also are central to the larger role that smart machines
are playing in end users’ operations to help improve asset
utilization and time to market.
Rockwell Automation OEM Solutions
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/tjoem
W W W.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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>>

Few industries are affected by consumer trends
as much as the food and beverage industry.
That influence travels from those consumer goods com
companies all the way up to the packaging machinery builders
who design the equipment that fills containers and then
packages them for shipment.
Some of the key trends affecting food and beverage
include production personalization, overall efficiency,
increasing and ever-changing consumer expectations,
value-chain restructuring, green strategies and food safety.
Companies expect their packaging equipment to help
them to address those trends. For example, Gebo Cer
Cermex, a French manufacturer of packaging and palletizing
solutions, has developed its CareSelect system to do just
that for bottling.
“The value of the system is when the customer needs
flexibility and has high changeover frequency,”
explains Didier Saussereau, product managmanag
er, Gebo Cermex. “High-speed, frequent
changeovers and a large diversity of prodprod
ucts make the machine valuable.”
Gebo Cermex is part of the Tetra
Laval Group, which has 33,860 emem
ployees and more than 37,000 pieces
of equipment installed in
190 countries. Gebo

Cermex and its sister business unit, Sidel, work together to
understand customers’ needs as part of the group vision.
“The production plant is our playground,” says Saussereau. “We build equipment from the processing phase
through the primary packaging down to the tertiary
packaging and material handling. Forty percent of our
machines are robotic case packers.”

Digitize to Customize

Digitalization is key to accelerating mass customization of goods. To make food and
beverage manufacturing plants more
agile, Gebo Cermex developed its
Agility 4.0 program, a move that
pushes plants toward Industrie 4.0
objectives and helps to make the
smart manufacturing plant of
tomorrow a reality.
Customization and increased
responsiveness reflect consumer behaviors that influence
purchasing decisions. This in
turn improves line operations
for speed, efficiency, flexibility
and versatility.

OEMS AIM FOR

SPEED
AGILITY
AND

By Mike Bacidore, Contributing Editor
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Agility 4.0 is a clear-direction strategy that will continue to grow in importance, explains Saussereau. It has
five pillars:
1. Virtual Factory Solution: Includes visual design
through logistics.
2. Smart Factory: Includes machine systems and data
intelligence for robotics and communication hardware
(CareSelect is part of this initiative).
3. Connected Factory: Includes digital connectivity.
4. Sustainable Factory: Within a philosophy of sustain
sustainable production.
5. Extended Factory: Total master of the factory beyond
the four walls.

Rising Customization Demands

The Gebo Cermex CareSelect module addresses one of
the major issues producers are facing: mass customization
demands. It’s designed to be compatible with any bottle
shape and dimension and includes a collating module.
The system is based on Rockwell Automation iTRAK®
technology. This configuration includes a power supply, an
Allen-Bradley® Kinetix® 5500 servo drive communicating over EtherNet/IP™, CompactLogix®
5380 controller, Stratix® 5700 industrial
managed Ethernet switch, gateway and
PanelView™ Plus 7 graphic terminal.

“Why did we choose
iTRAK?” asks Saussereau.
“The model chosen allows it
to respond to efforts from 37
to 88 N of peak force.” The
dynamic forces of acceleration,
system robustness and limited
contact with the bottles also
were important considerations.
“Contact with the bottle was “The value of the system is
for 0.3 seconds,” he continues.
when the customer needs flex“We eliminated contact be
beibility and has high changetween bottles. Friction was rere
over frequency.” — Didier
duced by 20 times. CareSelect
Saussereau, Gebo Cermex
easily guarantees perfect bottle
integrity. All shapes of bottles can be accommodated.”
Most important, CareSelect can fully adjust the system
to a new format automatically in less than a minute. “The
speed is up to 400 bottles/minute, and no part storage is
needed,” he says.
Rockwell Automation OEM Solutions
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/tjoem

Rockwell Automation Food and Beverage Solutions
http://bit.ly/rokfoodbev

CPG and food packaging equipment makers
are helping end users meet needs for
personalization, ever-changing consumer
expectations, food safety and more.
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PARTNER PRO FILE: TELEDYN E DALSA

SERVICING THE MACHINE VISION INDUSTRY
FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS

>>

Teledyne DALSA
Industrial Products is
committed to helping manufacturers improve product quality,
lower costs and increase production
with easy-to-deploy, cost-effective
machine vision solutions for factory
floor deployment.
“Our BOA products offer
customers a compact industrial
solution with diverse applicability
across all manufacturing segments.
We designed these products for
quick set-up and easy integration
to existing lines, such as attaching
to the end of a robot arm,” says
Steve Geraghty, vice president,
Industrial Vision Solutions at Teledyne DALSA.
Headquartered in Billerica,
Massachusetts, Teledyne DALSA
Industrial Products is a participating
Rockwell Automation Encompass™
Product Partner and manufacturer
of highly integrated vision systems,
simple and affordable vision sensors
and innovative machine vision
software for industrial applications.
Products are used across industries
including automotive, food and
beverage, electronics, health and
beauty, medical devices, packaging,
pharmaceutical and semiconductor manufacturing.
A participating Encompass Partner since 2007, Teledyne DALSA’s
vision solutions are designed to
integrate seamlessly with Rockwell
Automation devices. In the Encom-
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pass program, the company offers
BOA products, highly integrated
vision systems specifically designed
for industrial use.
“Teledyne DALSA is committed
to providing Rockwell Automation
customers with best-in-industry
product solutions, application
expertise and global support,”
notes Geraghty.

BOA vision systems are packaged as an industrial smart camera
in a small, rugged enclosure that
fits easily into existing production lines. Unlike traditional
smart cameras, BOA incorporates
multiple processing technologies —
DSP, CPU and FPGA — for algorithm, communication and control
optimization. BOA products are
available in a range of resolution
for monochrome and color applica-

tions and are configured through a
web browser via a standard Ethernet interface.
They’re EtherNet/IP™ conformance tested and include protocols
for interfacing with Rockwell
Automation PLCs and HMIs.
Physical interfaces include Gigabit
Ethernet, RS-232 serial, and opto-isolated inputs and outputs, all
of which can be connected using
standard M12 factory cables. A
DIN-mountable breakout module
simplifies control-panel wiring.
“We continue to develop products to satisfy the broad variety
of customer requirements. These
include single 640 x 480 standard camera configurations to
high performance multi-camera
models with 4,096 x 3,072 color
resolution. Our BOA products are
offered in small, rugged enclosures
making them easy to integrate into
tight-fitting applications or harsh
factory environments knowing the
heat, vibration or moisture will
not affect performance.” Geraghty concludes.
Teledyne DALSA supplies digital
imaging components for the machine
vision market. Its image sensors, cameras, smart cameras, vision systems,
frame grabbers, and software are used
in automated inspection systems across
many industries and applications.
For more information, visit www.
rockwellautomation.com/go/
p-teledyne-dalsa.
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RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

Confidence is Bliss

Part Verification and Tracking
Teledyne DALSA’s identification tools deliver fast and reliable 1D/2D
code reading with OCR and verification tools for tracking parts along
the assembly process and throughout the product lifecycle. Designed
to tolerate normal variation in printing methods, marking types and
background surfaces, our identification tools offer robust algorithms
to identify, track and verify.

KEY FEATURES
» Reliably reads Data Matrix and QR codes with damaged or missing
finder patterns

» Reads poorly printed, low contrast, noisy, warped and damaged
barcodes

» Decodes multiple barcodes in the same image ROI

GET MORE information about our vision tools
www.teledynedalsa.com/software
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YES,
YOU CAN OPTIMIZE BOTH

FOOD SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY
Smart manufacturing helps food and beverage producers get better quality data from production
to help slash costs, boost throughput and identify issues before reaching consumers.
By Jean-Luc Bonnet, information solutions regional manager, and
Daniel Reinarts, global technical consultant, Rockwell Automation

>>

Food and beverage manufacturers always have
had to find a balance between maintaining
food safety and maximizing productivity. And now the
combination of internal and external pressures can make
that balance harder than ever to maintain.
First, driven by new regulations and a desire to improve
competitiveness, food and beverage manufacturers must
be able to gain insights from large quantities of data.
Manual data collection and paper-based records no longer
are feasible strategies. Instead, manufacturers need secure,
connected and information-enabled operations.
Second, production has become more complex. As
producers have expanded their product and packaging varieties to satisfy more diverse consumer preferences, their
operations have transitioned to shorter production runs
and more frequent changeovers. Amid this greater complexity, producers must not lose their grip on food safety.
Third, as production complexity grows, the workforce
is undergoing a dramatic demographic shift. Experienced
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workers are retiring, and younger workers are taking
their places. These younger workers don’t have the deep
experience of their predecessors with the legacy plant
technologies. As a result, they may not be able to identify
potential food-safety issues or achieve the same level of
consistent quality.
Finally, recalls in the era of social media can hurt a company’s bottom line and its long-term reputation. Food and
beverage manufacturers now must be fast and laser-focused
when conducting recalls to limit costs and brand damage.
So, how can producers protect food safety amid all
these challenges and still increase productivity? By using
smart manufacturing.

Opportunities

Smart manufacturing presents an opportunity for food
and beverage producers to gain better insights into production processes and to resolve or help prevent food-safety issues in new ways.
W W W.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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Real-time data can be collected from almost any aspect
of an operation and contextualized to provide actionable
information when and where it’s needed. That information
can be shared seamlessly across all levels of an organization to help improve quality and safety-related decision-making.
In addition, the digitization of physical processes —
such as data collection and reporting — can help improve
both productivity and information accuracy.
For all this to happen, however, food and beverage
manufacturers first must converge their operations technology (OT) and IT systems into a single network architecture. They also must adopt the technologies that thrive
on this network architecture, such as Ethernet, cloud
computing and mobile platforms. Rockwell Automation
refers to this connected, information-enabled operating
environment as The Connected Enterprise.

Food Safety in the Digital Age

By embracing smart manufacturing in a Connected
Enterprise, food and beverage manufacturers can take
command of food safety in new and better ways.
Rather than having isolated islands of data, manufacturers can collect it from multiple sources and store
it centrally to have an entire perspective of how their
products are made. Most historian software solutions
are well-adapted to collecting large quantities of data.
However, enterprise manufacturing intelligence (EMI)
software also can provide workers with data-rich dashboards, offering job-specific insights into food quality and
safety processes.
EMI Software. For example, EMI software can use
existing data on variables such as speed, current and time
and aggregate it with data coming from other systems,
including batch and recipe IDs. This can turn into actionable information related to critical control point (CCP)
and Clean-in-Place (CIP) data for regulatory compliance,
continuous-improvement goals and other purposes.
MES. On the other hand, a scalable manufacturing
execution system (MES) can help manufacturers reinforce
quality rules based on specific recipes, customer demands
or market constraints while tracking quality in real time.
Process data also can be fed into an MES to create consistent workflows and help verify that each batch is the same,
even as raw materials vary.
A production-management MES module can help
workers make sure they download the correct recipe
with equipment specifications for each production run
and print accurate labels from production to palletizing.
W W W.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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Accurate labels can be especially critical for consumer
protection, because incorrect labeling is one of the core
factors in U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
food recalls.
A quality-management MES module can help reinforce
food quality. The software can alert workers to when they
should take samples or which specification they should be
measuring against. It also can provide integrated video instruction, notify operators when there is a deviation (SPC
function) from critical limits and collect any required
production data in real time.
Track-and-Trace Systems. In addition, to meet new
and emerging traceability requirements, food and beverage
manufacturers can deploy a supply-chain, track-and-trace
system. Beyond regulatory compliance, these systems can
provide added business benefits, such as the ability to conduct more efficient product recalls and support customer-targeted marketing programs. They also can improve
production costs through waste mitigation resulting from
quality-related issues.
Mixing optimization solutions can help manage process
changes and ingredient variability to improve product
consistency. This can be of use in applications ranging
from single repeatable processes to large processes with
complex sequencing requirements.
Rather than designing an in-house track-and-trace system, which can be difficult to sustain over the long term,
food producers might consider using an out-of-the-box
system. Such systems can be integrated into a production
line easily while providing buffering and translation to
achieve interoperability all the way from the machine to
the cloud. An MES system provides a reliable platform to
help maintain data integrity and is customizable for an
application’s specific requirements.
MPC Software. Model predictive control (MPC)
software can help improve product quality caused by
equipment and ingredient variability. MPC systems take
multiple, variable material or system inputs which may not
react linearly and provide one or more outputs.
The MPC software adjusts the system as the materials
enter the conversion process instead of adjusting based
on the measured values after conversion. The reduced
variance in output often allows the system to adjust
target values closer to formula limits, resulting in
higher yields.
Machine Analytics. Finally, food and beverage
manufacturers shouldn’t underestimate the role that
machine analytics can play in food safety. Scalable
analytics software can be deployed as close to the source
JUNE 2018 | THE JOURNAL
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of data as needed and can track
machine or device performance to
see whether it’s operating within
specification limits. Manufacturers

then can use that information to
take preventive actions and resolve
machine-degradation issues before
they start to impact product quality.

Go wireless!

Anybus Wireless Bolt gives a machine
wireless access
Wireless Bolt
• Range up to 100m
• Wireless communication via Bluetooth or Wireless LAN
• For machines using serial, CAN or Ethernet
• IP67-classed

www.anybus.com

The Security Factor

As food and beverage manufacturers
bring their food-quality applications online, they also must have a
robust industrial-security program in
place. A security-through-obscurity
approach is not sufficient for today’s
vast and continually evolving threats.
Instead, a multilayered, defense-indepth security approach should be
used as a natural extension of a manufacturer’s production processes.
Defense-in-depth (DiD) security establishes several lines of defense against
all types of threats by deploying
security measures at six levels: physical,
network, computer, application, device
and policy. Every organization’s security strategy will be unique. However,
key safeguards that every food and
beverage manufacturer should consider
include an industrial demilitarized
zone (DMZ); data encryption; anomaly-detection software; and authentication, authorization, patch management
and accounting (AAA) software.

What’s at Stake

Food-safety issues reverberate everywhere. Most important, they can affect
consumer well-being. From a business
standpoint, they can disrupt operations seriously, damage brand reputation and have financial consequences
ranging from lawsuits to lost sales.
Food and beverage manufacturers
have a lot at stake. Make the most of
smart manufacturing’s opportunities
to manage challenges better and help
protect the integrity of every product
that rolls off the line.
Rockwell Automation Food and
Beverage Solutions

Ideal for BYOD

Bring your own tablet
or smartphone to a
machine and use it as
an HMI.
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http://bit.ly/rokfoodbev

The Connected Enterprise
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/
connected
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SMC Corporation of America
www.smcusa.com/wireless
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RISK ASSESSM
AND
2018
NFPA 70E CHANGES
We examine additions to the risk assessment procedure and
how the Hierarchy of Risk Control pyramid can help employers
and workers improve electrical safety by mitigating risk.
By Dean Katsiris, product manager and Dave Scheuerman,
technical training manager, Littelfuse, Inc.
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to identify hazards, assess risks and implement risk control
according to the Hierarchy of Risk Control. The electrical safety program also must address the potential for
human error.

The Human Factor

SMENTS
>>

The 2018 version of NFPA 70E, Standard for
Electrical Safety in the Workplace, has added
a variety of new requirements for safe work practices to
protect personnel by reducing exposure to major electrical
hazards. Released in September 2017, the new edition
is designed to help both employers and workers avoid
injuries and fatalities as a result of shock, arc flash and
arc blast.
Many of the changes in it were made to harmonize with
the National Electrical Code® and CSA Z462, the Canadian Standards Association’s Workplace Electrical Safety
Standard. This article provides a look at some of the most
recent additions to the risk assessment procedure.
Looking at NFPA 70E, Article 110.1(H) states that
every employer’s electrical safety program must include
a risk assessment procedure. This procedure addresses
employee exposure to electrical hazards and identifies the
process that employees should use before work is started
W W W.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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The human factor always will have a huge impact on
workplace safety because human error is among the
leading causes of incidents and injuries. The Informative
Annex Q: Human Performance and Workplace Electrical
Safety was added to the standard to help define human behaviors, whether conscious mistakes or inadvertent ones.
When it comes to improving safety from an electrical
perspective, the potential for human error necessitates
greater emphasis on the top part of the Hierarchy of Risk
Control pyramid (see illustration on p. 28), with a preference for automatic or automated safety mechanisms.
Workers always will be human, working under pressure
and time constraints, prone to taking shortcuts, making
mistakes and experiencing communication breakdowns.
Rather than having electrical safety depend on fallible
worker performance, the authors of the revised standard
are making it clear that it’s better to design safety into the
electrical system itself. A growing number of products can
be designed to reduce the impact of human error. This
can minimize the risk of injury to personnel and damage
to equipment.

What Is the Hierarchy of Risk Control?

The Hierarchy of Risk Control is a reference for deciding
how to make workplaces safer. Until recently, the industry’s focus has been on the three lowest and least effective
levels of the hierarchy pyramid shown in the illustration:
• Safeguarding workers with the appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE)
• Changing the way employees work through administrative controls
• Increasing awareness by informing workers of possible hazards
The 2015 revision of NFPA 70E emphasized personal
protective equipment (PPE) and hazard labeling, and in
fact renamed Hazard Risk Categories to PPE Categories. The unstated implication was that PPE and labels
are the primary ways to mitigate the risk of injury, but it
also included an informational note on the Hierarchy of
Risk Control.
In the newest edition of the standard, the Hierarchy now is in the main part of the standard in Article
JUNE 2018 | THE JOURNAL
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Improving electrical safety while the potential
for human error exists means placing greater
emphasis on the top part of the Hierarchy of Risk
Control pyramid, with a preference for automatic
or automated safety mechanisms.

110.1(H) (as well as illustrated on the standard’s cover), so
any illusions that PPE and labels are the only components
of a safety strategy now should be rectified.
Although we’ve described the three lowest levels as the
least effective ways to achieve safety, they remain critical, foundational blocks in a safety strategy. They help
employers avoid — but not prevent — unsafe situations
and reduce the severity of injury, but they don’t necessarily
reduce the number of unsafe practices.
However, it’s even more important for workplace managers to focus their electrical safety efforts on the top of
the pyramid:
• Elimination involves physically removing the hazard.
Although this is difficult to achieve completely, it certainly is possible in some limited-scope scenarios.
• Substitution replaces existing equipment and controls
with safer options.
• Engineering controls typically limit the fault current,
duration or incident energy.

For example, it’s common for workers to open an electrical cabinet to update settings or troubleshoot an issue
by reading the fault codes on a relay. Retrofitting components, such as electromechanical relays, with more modern
microprocessor-based relays doesn’t require maintenance
personnel to enter the cabinet to maintain or calibrate
them. These modern relays also can communicate with
a PLC or factory software to provide remote diagnostic
capabilities. Troubleshooting issues and controlling the
relay remotely separates the worker from the hazard,
minimizing potential shock and keeping them outside the
arc-flash boundary.
A similar strategy is to mount a remote display and
keypad in the door of the electrical panel. Workers can set
up or reset the relay, view real-time data and troubleshoot
fault codes while the panel door remains closed. This
option doesn’t provide as much safety as remote access
because the worker is still within the arc-flash boundary.

Let’s now review each of the segments within the Hierarchy of Control pyramid.

Substitution focuses on replacing existing equipment and
controls with safer options, such as using current-limiting
fuses to increase an industrial control panel’s short circuit
current rating (SCCR). If the amount of available fault
current of the system in which the panel is installed is
greater than the panel’s SCCR and a short circuit occurs,
the panel might undergo catastrophic damage and workers
could be put at risk.
Current-limiting fuses operating in their current-limiting range will limit the maximum instantaneous peak current to a value substantially lower than the peak current
that could flow if the fuse were not in the circuit.

Elimination

Article 105.4 of NFPA 70E states, “Hazard elimination shall be the first priority in the implementation of
safety-related work practices.” Separating the worker from
the hazard through thoughtful design is one simple way
to mitigate the hazard. This may be done in the selection
or retrofit of electrical equipment and components that
incorporate modern communication protocols to keep the
worker from entering the panel.
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The power of space
The revolutionary BussmannTM series Low-PeakTM
CUBEFuseTM delivers the smallest footprint
compared to any Class J, RK or T fuse solution —
requiring up to 70% less space when combined with
its unique fuse holder or UL® 98 Listed Compact
Circuit Protector.
Freeing up space is powerful. And the CUBEFuse
does just that, while packing a 300 kA interrupting
rating and enabling higher panel SCCR. Plus, it
features plug-in capability for easier installation.
What will you do with all that space?

CUBEFuse.com

The evolution continues. 2018.
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>> The Big Three
For example, consider a system using UL Listed Class
RK5, 200A fuses, in which the incident energy is calculated at 11.6 cal./cm2 or, if the table method had been used,
PPE Category 3. The worker would need to wear a full set
of PPE gear to work on an energized system.
However, by upgrading to UL Listed Class RK1, 200A
fuses (which are the same physical size as the Class RK5
fuses), the incident energy can be reduced to just 3.5 cal./
cm2, or PPE Category 1. This means that the worker now
can wear considerable less PPE gear and still be protected
while performing the task at hand. A simple substitution of current-limiting fuses can produce considerable
risk reduction.

Engineering Controls

Engineering controls make it possible to “automate” safety,
reducing the risk of electrical shock and limiting arc-flash
incident energy. For example, arc-flash relays are designed
to limit the time an arc persists in the event of a fault
and thereby minimize the energy released in the system,
regardless of whether the worker is wearing adequate PPE
or has engaged a maintenance mode switch.
By using optical detection, it’s possible to detect and
signal an arc flash in less than 1 ms. At this point, the
determining factor in the incident energy is the circuit
breaker’s instantaneous trip time. Even with that factored
in, typical breaker trip times of 35-60 ms are a significant
improvement over typical overcurrent trip times.
Some advanced arc-flash relays use light instead of current to detect the arc without worrying about coordination,
inrush or other sources of temporary overcurrents. These
relays detect and trip the connected breaker quickly. They
may be designed into new equipment or retrofitted easily
into existing equipment to reduce the potential incident
energy levels. This helps make facilities safer while reducing potential damage from any arc faults that might occur.

Awareness

While the items in the pyramid’s bottom portion are less
effective at achieving safety, they should not be ignored.
Increasing awareness of potential hazards is an important
part of any employer’s responsibilities.
NFPA 70E Article 130.5(H) lists the minimum requirements for information to be listed on equipment labels,
including nominal system voltage, arc-flash boundary and
either the available incident energy and the corresponding
working distance or the arc-flash PPE category.
Barriers such as warning tape offer another important
way to boost hazard awareness. They can be used to alert
30 THE JOURNAL | JUNE 2018
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Let’s review the three main ways people can be harmed
by electricity:
1. Electric shock, the leading source of injury, is the
trauma caused by the passage of electric current
through the body.
2. Arc flash occurs when electricity flows across an
air gap between conductors. It is the release of
intense heat and light energy produced by electricity traveling through air, and it usually is caused
by accidental contact between live conductors, an
overvoltage or insulation degradation. The amount of
energy released by an arc fault is a function of time
— the longer it’s allowed to persist, the more energy
is released.
3. Arc blast is the pressure wave created by heating,
melting, vaporization and expansion of conducting
material and surrounding air during an arc flash.

people to stay away from energized equipment while electrical hazards are present.

Administrative Controls

The most commonly used administrative controls are
designed to change the way people work. They include
using job briefings, performing regular visual inspections,
establishing safe work practices such as lockout/tagout
(LOTO) and requiring periodic employee training.

PPE

Employers must verify that employees receive appropriate
PPE. For details on the PPE categories, consult Informative Annex H: Guidance on Selection of Protective
Clothing and Other Personal Protection Equipment in the
back of the NFPA 70E Standard.
The six steps in the Hierarchy of Risk Control pyramid
offer invaluable direction on how both employers and
employees can enhance electrical safety by minimizing the
risk of injury to personnel and damage to equipment.
To learn more about protecting against workplace arc-flash
hazards, visit http://bit.ly/2GIun7i to download a free white
paper, “Key Considerations for Selecting an Arc-Flash Relay.”
Littelfuse, Inc., based in Chicago, is a participating Encompass™ Product Partner in the Rockwell Automation PartnerNetwork™ program. Littelfuse supplies fuses and protection
relays used in industrial settings.
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VIRTUAL COMMISSIONING
LEAPS INTO INDUSTRIAL
AUTOMATION
VC creates easier, more powerful methods for
model-based design by using a digital twin — a
virtual representation of a corresponding physical
product — and helps cut delays and costs.
From Maplesoft

>>
Editor’s Note: This article is adapted from the full white
paper, “Virtual Commissioning with a Model-Driven
Digital Twin.” Visit http://bit.ly/tjvcwp2018 to download
the free, comprehensive white paper that provides additional, detailed information about the evolution of virtual
commissioning; the role of the FMI standard in connecting
models; VC workflow; how a model-based digital twin is
constructed, actuated, analyzed, then integrated with automation software; VC techniques; and other ways a digital
twin can help improve design and operation of a product.
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In the manufacturing and automation industry, adopting new development techniques has
become a key requirement for success. As demands on
product requirements increase, the inherent design risks
can pose significant problems, threatening the success and
reputation of those trying to keep pace. To mitigate this
risk, the technique of virtual commissioning (VC) promises
to reduce significant delays and costs associated with the
difficult task of system integration and commissioning.
Since its inception, the intention of VC always has been
to help solve a variety of problems that can arise when
manufacturing systems are brought together for integration and operation with a programmable logic controller
(PLC). The automation industry has long acknowledged the
potential benefits of using virtual models to simulate the
performance of physical systems, where integration issues
could be spotted before entering into the expensive process
of physical integration.
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In the evolution of VC, it has been organized into four
categories of general control development:
• Traditional Commissioning involves testing the
physical system (plant) against the hardware controllers
without the assistance of virtual modeling techniques.
• Soft Commissioning, or Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL)
testing, uses a virtual plant model that is used to test
the hardware controllers.
• Reality-in-the-Loop, alternatively, tests simulated
hardware controllers against a constructed, physical system.
• VC is the process of testing that uses both a virtual
plant model and a virtual control system for simulation.
Technologies have now been developed that make VC
implementation possible for the majority of automation
companies. As far back as 2006 studying German machine tool builders, it was demonstrated that VC techniques stood to save up to 75% of the time required for

With the advent of digital twins and common integration standards, virtual models can connect with virtual control code, PLC hardware, and even
the physical product itself.

FIRE AND GAS SAFETY SYSTEMS THAT ARE EASY TO
INTEGRATE INTO YOUR PROCESS

Looking to increase safety, reduce stoppages and lower operating costs?
Choose the Det-Tronics NFPA 72-Compliant Flame and Gas Detection Safety System.
Certified to the latest standards for hazardous locations, Det-Tronics system is a SIL-2 capable, fault-tolerant
flame and gas pre-action solution that supports multiple communication protocols, including DLR.
The Result? Integration of your safety and process control systems that reduces complexity
and the time required to install, program and maintain.
Learn more at www.det-tronics.com/integrate
Untitled-1 1
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Inclusion Fuels Innovation
We create an environment where our almost 22,000 people can bring their best work, be heard,
and work together as partners. It’s about all of us bringing our best to transform our company.
Our Culture of Inclusion fuels innovation for everyone.
We are honored and humbled to win the 2017 Catalyst Award,
which recognizes innovative organizational approaches with
proven, measurable results that address the recruitment,
development, and advancement of women.
Our work continues — we’re not done yet.

Our Culture of Inclusion Journey
explained in 300 words
www.rockwellautomation.com/global/go/catalyst
Copyright © 2017 Rockwell Automation, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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A digital twin is a dynamic,
virtual representation of a
corresponding physical product.
traditional commissioning. Today, new technologies and
software integrations are significantly reducing the historical barriers associated with virtual commissioning.

Technologies for Virtual Commissioning

For VC to be practical for manufacturing and automation,
the creation and function of virtual plant models needs to
be sufficient for use outside the niche experts or simplified
demonstrations. Development of advanced, model-driven design practices has taken the form of a digital twin.
A digital twin refers to the virtual plant models while
differentiating itself from the historical, typically simpler
models that were unable to function as fully as their modern counterparts.
In addition to these digital twins, the software
standards for model connectivity also have seen drastic improvements.
Together, these technologies are permitting the
widespread practicality of VC throughout the automation industry.

Model-Driven Digital Twins

A digital twin is a dynamic, virtual representation of a
corresponding physical product. These models can range
widely in their purpose and fidelity, but they serve as a

>> Download the Free White Paper!
Visit http://bit.ly/tjvcwp2018 to download the
complete white paper, “Virtual Commissioning with a
Model-Driven Digital Twin,” from Maplesoft. The full
paper provides detailed information about the evolution
of virtual commissioning; the role of the FMI standard in
connecting models; VC workflow; how a model-based
digital twin is constructed, actuated, analyzed, then
integrated with automation software; VC techniques;
and other ways a digital twin can help improve product
design and operation.
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powerful connection to the product for diagnostics, design
changes and the VC process. Companies are using digital
twins increasingly to optimize their products in ways that
were previously either unrealistic or impossible.
With system-level modeling tools, creating a model-driven digital twin can begin alongside the design
process. While past attempts at VC used model-based
techniques, they lacked the fidelity and flexibility required
to make the process feasible for common usage.
Now, modeling tools allow engineers to begin their
process by importing their computer-aided design (CAD)
information from other tools. The CAD import technology has become an important development to make digital
twins more accessible to the automation market. Model-driven digital twins now are an important, emerging
trend in the automation industry, making VC more accessible and adding a variety of other capabilities to more
parts of the design process.

Going Forward

Since the advent of VC, many technological barriers have
been overcome to realize the benefits of model-based
system integration. The current state of technology can
offer practical VC techniques that are more accessible than
ever to the automation industry. As part of a growing need
to speed development and minimize the inherent risk in
developing new, innovative products, digital twins and
virtual commissioning techniques are quickly becoming
essential technologies. As these technologies continue
to develop, their role in the automation industry will
continue to grow into an essential component of modern,
high-performance product design.
Maplesoft, based in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, is a participating Encompass™ Product Partner in the Rockwell Automation PartnerNetwork™ program. Maplesoft provides engineers
with tools to support a model-driven process that helps manage design complexity, including system-level modeling and
analysis tools like MapleSim. The firm serves machine design,
robotics, aerospace, automotive and other fields.
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OEM HELPS REDUCE WASTE DISPOSAL COSTS
Harmony Enterprises’ scalable PLC-controlled compactor cuts waste handling labor, hauling and
recycling costs by 40 to 70%.

>>

No matter what the industry, solid waste disposal is part of the equation. While most
aspects of waste handling are done
behind the scenes, unsightly refuse
containers often are found at numerous facilities, ranging from restaurants to large industrial complexes.
Waste disposal is a significant expenditure. Employee time dedicated
to waste bin monitoring, plus hauling
and recycling costs add up quickly
for establishments of all sizes.
“Also, waste that is not well
managed can pose a significant fire
and safety risk,” notes Lane Powell,
new business development manager, Harmony Enterprises, an OEM
Partner in the Rockwell Automation
PartnerNetwork™ program. “And
depending on the organization, open
waste containers encourage employee
pilferage as well.”
Harmony Enterprises, a third-generation family business headquartered in Harmony, Minnesota, aims
to improve recycling and waste
disposal efficiency for its global customer base. The company’s product
line includes PLC-enabled waste
balers and compactors, including
SmartPack automatic trash compactors, Insite wireless monitoring and
SunPak solar options.
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Employee time
dedicated to waste
bin monitoring, plus
hauling and recycling
costs add up quickly
for establishments
of all sizes.
The company’s scalable portfolio
helps serve a variety of industries
and waste handling applications. For
example, Indoor Power Packer waste
compactors are available in three

sizes to address various capacity and
footprint requirements. The mid-size
450SS Power Packer serves casual
dining restaurants, hospitality firms,
healthcare organizations and more.
Sporting a stainless-steel cabinet,
the 450SS Power Packer is designed
to replace open waste containers and
built with both aesthetics and durability in mind. It includes a Rockwell
Automation control platform with an
Allen-Bradley® Micro820™ controller
and Allen-Bradley push buttons,
relays, contactors and other industrial components.
“Simple and efficient operation
is key,” notes Powell. “The Power
Packer is designed for indoor use and
back-end waste. Most of the ‘magic’
happens inside the equipment —
shielded from accidental view by
patrons, visitors or residents.”
To begin operation, the employee
opens the loading door and inserts
the waste material. After closing the
door, the operator selects “compaction” via push button. Waste
accumulates and is compacted
within a cube each time an employee
adds material.
The “cube full” indicator light and
buzzer activates when the container
reaches capacity. Then, the operator
opens the waste cube door, removes
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the cube using a hydraulic lift cart,
and deposits the bagged waste in a
dumpster. The cube is replaced, a bag
is inserted and the process repeats.
The compactor achieves a 4:1
compaction ratio and 16-second
cycle time.
“In other words, waste is compacted up to 1/25th of the original volume, which impacts hauling costs,”
Powell explains. “Four trips to the
dumpster are reduced to one, which
frees up employees for other tasks.”
According to Harmony Enterprises, the compactor decreases waste
handling costs by 40 to 70%.
“One of our customers saved $900
per month on waste hauling costs
alone after installing a 450SS Power

Packer at their facility,” Powell says.
“They have reduced trash pick-up
from twice a week to once a week.”
Other less tangible benefits that
result from waste kept out of view include minimizing employee pilferage
and improving the overall appearance of the property.
To help streamline delivery of the
compactor system, Harmony Enterprises relies on local Allen-Bradley
Authorized Distributor, Werner
Electric Supply Company.
“Werner Electric provides the
controller and industrial components
as a kitted solution we order with one
purchase order,” Powell says. “The
control system is essentially plug and
play when it arrives at our shop.”

“We have customers in more than
80 countries and do all of our manufacturing here in Harmony,” Powell
continues. “To produce our products
efficiently and cost-effectively, we
rely on Rockwell Automation for
off-the-shelf availability and a good
price point.”
Rockwell Automation OEM Partner,
Harmony Enterprises, Inc., designs
and manufactures equipment for the
solid waste and recycling industry. The
company’s product line includes vertical
and horizontal balers, customized baling systems, and conveyor fed automatic
recycling systems. Wireless monitoring
capabilities provides users with data to
help manage labor costs.

DRIVE PERFORMANCE.
A Single Solution to Many Common Issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Motor Bearing Failure
Premature Cable Failure
Stray Currents
Cross Talk
Common Mode Currents

Available in 600V – 2kV
Tray or Armored Constructions

in class

servicewire.com
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ENCOMPASS SHOWCASE
POSITAL Explosion-Proof Rotary Sensors

SMD Series Integrated Motors – Now Smaller!

ATEX and IECEx-certified rotary sensors

AMCI’s SMD17E2 (NEMA 17)

operate safely in atmospheres with potentially

integrated motor combines a high

dangerous levels of explosive gases or dust.

performance 80-oz. in torque stepper

Reliable and highly accurate, these devices

motor with a powerful DC drive

are part of POSITAL-FRABA’s IXARC family

and EtherNet/IP™ interface in a

of rotary sensors. They are available in

single, compact product design. The

single- or multi-turn versions with a range of

embedded Ethernet switch simplifies

mounting and coupling options. Available communications interfaces

multi-axis applications and optional

include DeviceNet, CANopen, EtherNet/IP™ and SSI. These sensors

encoder feedback eliminates homing routines. Plus, there’s no new

are ideal for mining applications, oil and gas facilities, chemical plants,

software to learn or buy! All of AMCI’s SMD integrated motors

woodworking facilities and milling operations. For more information, call

program using Rockwell Software® Studio 5000 ® and RSLogix™ 500

609-750-8705 or visit www.posital.com

software from Rockwell Automation. http://bit.ly/2sb2bVu

P O S I TA L- F R A B A I N C .

A DVA N C E D M I C R O C O N T R O L S, I N C .

Process Diagnostic & Optimization Technology

Type 8098 FLOWAVE Flowmeter

Is your goal to optimize production?

Using surface acoustic waves

PlantESP actively monitors control

(SAW) technology, Type 8098

loop performance on a plant-wide

FLOWAVE Flowmeter is designed for

basis. It utilizes existing process

applications with the highest hygienic

data to uncover mechanical issues,

demands. This is achieved by using

PID tuning opportunities and more.

suitable stainless steel materials — a

PlantESP identifies issues, isolates

tube free of any inner parts — the

root causes and recommends corrective actions. PlantESP’s powerful

ideal outer design. Range features

diagnostics and intuitive design make it easy to improve production

include: flexibility advantages, ease

throughput and efficiency. Customizable reports and alerts keep you

of cleaning, compact size, light

informed of all performance changes. Contact us at (860) 872-2920

weight, easy installation and handling, and compliant with numerous

ext. 1602, or visit www.controlstation.com/plantesp.

standards. www.burkert-usa.com

C O N T R O L S TAT I O N , I N C .

B U R K E R T F L U I D C O N T R O L S YS T E M S

Remote Equipment Monitoring

Excel Reports and Forms for Industry

RACO offers three field-proven remote

Finally, a reporting solution that gives the

monitoring products that fully integrate with

information you need, in the form you want

your existing Allen-Bradley ® controllers. Both

with absolutely no programming. With

Verbatim Gateway and Catalyst allow for easy,

XLReporter, you use Excel as your “design

cost-effective integration with PLCs using Allen-

studio,” complete with our easy-to-follow

Bradley EtherNet/IP™ and other protocols.

FastStart wizard. Your reports are ready

Plus, AlarmAgent.com allows for low-cost, wireless, web-based alarm

within minutes in Excel, Web, PDF and email.

detection and notification that easily integrates into your SCADA/HMI

The product is compatible with RSLinx®, RSView ®, FactoryTalk® View,

system via OPC. All three provide the peace of mind that comes with

PanelView™ Plus, OPC, OPC-HDA, databases and much more. For

knowing your systems are secure. For more information, call (800) 722-

more information, contact us at (508) 520-9957 or sales@SyTech.com.

6999 or visit www.racoman.com/allen-bradley.

Download your free evaluation copy from www.SyTech.com.

RACO MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING CO.

SY TECH INC.
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ENCOMPASS SHOWCASE
System Integration Just Got a Whole Lot Easier
HMS provides a family of
network connectivity products
based on the Anybus
technology, which offers
full integration into AllenBradley ® ControlLogix®
and CompactLogix™ PLC
controllers on EtherNet/IP™
to seamlessly communicate
with Modbus™, DF1™
and serial devices. www.
encompass.hms-networks.com/home
H M S I N D U S T R I A L N E T WO R K S

WITTENSTEIN alpha V-Drive Basic Worm Gear
The V-Drive Basic
worm gear is
designed for price
sensitive applications
with no high-end
requirements for
maximum torsional
backlash. Available

Simply search “ROKJournal” in your iPhone App
Store to download it.

with hollow or solid
shaft, and a total of five different reduction ratios. At just 7.4 kg and
12 kg respectively, the lightweight V-Drive helps save energy when the

Get the product information and educational
material quickly and easily whenever, wherever
you want it.

gearhead is used in moving machine axes. www.wittenstein-us.com
WIT TENSTEIN, INC.

With this free iPhone app, you have a convenient
way to access product information, videos,
websites, feature articles, Rockwell Automation
event information and other resources.

3D Machine Vision
The SL-1880 Sheet of Light Scanner
provides 3D machine vision enabling

Download
The Journal’s
iPhone App!

end users to achieve levels of efficiency
and productivity in manufacturing that
go beyond what is humanly possible.
Providing geometric scan data up to
1,000 scans/sec., the SL-1880 is ideal for automation and optimization
in many industries. It’s meticulously engineered compact design and
extreme durability makes installation into existing systems effortless
while ensuring long-term, precision performance in the most demanding

Search “ROKJournal” in your iPhone
App Store to download it today.

environments. www.hermary.com/company/design-engineering-future/
H E R M A RY
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PRODUCT FOCUS
>> GuardLink Safety System

>> Electric Actuators

Rockwell Automation introduces the Allen-Bradley ®

High force electric rod-style actuators from Encompass™ Product Part-

Guardmaster GuardLink™ safety system, a safety-based

ner Tolomatic now have expanded stroke lengths up to 1.5 m (60

communications protocol designed to help operators mprove

in.). This allows more flexibility for converting motion control applica-

machine diagnostics and cut downtime while increasing productivity.

tions with hydraulic or pneumatic cylinders to electric linear motion.

®

Designed for high duty-cycle performance in demanding appli-

GuardLink easily connects safety devices in series while providing
access to individual device diagnostics. This system provides safety,

cations, the RSX, RSA and ERD electric rod-style product families

diagnostics, remote reset and lock command over a single four-con-

use planetary roller screws

ductor cable with up to 32 devices per link. In addition, users can

for longer service life in a

reduce installation cost, with up to 38% reduction in wiring.

compact package. Tolomatic’s

GuardLink technology integrates with Allen-Bradley Guardmas-

highest-force actuator, the RSX,

ter safety relays and components, allowing users to access status

is expanded to 1.5 m stroke

information throughout their entire safety system. The connection of

length (from 600 mm). The RSA

safety devices with smart taps provided by GuardLink technology

and ERD are expanded to 1.5

and standard cabling to a Guardmaster safety relay allows greater

m and 1.2 m, respectively, from

visibility into the system, down to individual guard doors and e-stops.

450 mm.
The RSX’s tie-rod design

The system fully integrates
with the Logix platform with

provides forces up to 133.5 kN

predetermined tag names

(30,000 lbf) and suits hydraulic replacement applications. The RSA

in the Rockwell Software®

HT is available in four sizes, forces up to 58 kN (13,039 lbf) and is

Studio 5000 ® application.

the most flexible product line for fluid power replacement. The ERD

Its simplified design and

stainless steel, hygienic electric actuator, rated IP60k for applications

reduction in wires allows for

in the food and beverage market, is available with forces up to 35

plug-and-play installation.

kN (7,868 lbf.).

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Ultrasonic Clamp-On Flow Meter
Encompass™ Product Partner Badger Meter introduces the

ming of the meter is through the front panel or USB cable using

Dynasonics TFX-500w ultrasonic clamp-on flow meter for use in

SoloCUE configuration software.

building automation, HVAC, water wastewater treatment and
water distribution. It is designed for non-invasive, ultrasonic transit
time flow measurement.
The meter can measure water flow bidirectionally in a
variety of applications. Typical examples include water
systems, wastewater effluent, agricultural irrigation and
industrial discharge.
With the meter, ultrasonic waves transmit upstream and downstream through the pipe wall and liquid flowing in the pipe. By
measuring the difference in the travel time and knowing the pipe
size, the meter accurately determines the rate, total and velocity of
water flow.
The meter features a large, easy-to-read display. It provides
Modbus RTU and BACnet MS/TP connectivity, and integrates
with the Badger Meter BEACON and AquaCUE Advanced
Metering Analytics (AMA) cloud-based software suites. Program-
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PRODUCT FOCUS
>> Certified Weighing Components for
Hazardous Areas

>> Network Manager Software
The new FactoryTalk® Network Manager software from Rockwell

Encompass™ Product Partner Hardy Process Solutions now

Automation allows users to monitor the health of their Allen-Bradley®

offers certified weighing components for use in classified hazardous

Stratix® managed switches, troubleshoot switch issues and quickly con-

areas. These scales, load cells and junction boxes meet common na-

figure new managed switches all from one software interface.

tional and local safety standards with appropriate levels of certified

The FactoryTalk Network Manager software automatically

protection for different application environments such as Class I /

discovers assets and

Division 1 and Class II / Division 1.

their associated IP

Intrinsically safe (IS) low-energy components in hazardous areas

addresses and creates

help limit power and current via intrinsic barriers to prevent energy

a topology of these

from crossing over from the safe area.

connected devices. The

Hardy products for hazardous areas include a large number of

software’s interface offers

IS load cells, including OneMount, high-capacity rocker beams,

grouping of equipment

compression load cells, tension load cells and single points; junction

along with dashboard

boxes with Class I, Div. 1, IECex, and ATEX certifications; and floor

information, so users can

scales, lift deck floor scales and bench scales.

organize devices into

In addition, the Process Toolbox that includes
C2 electronic calibration

specific areas or analyze
them individually.
User-created configuration templates help get new switches up

and Integrated Technician

and running faster and more efficiently. These templates can be

allows troubleshooting

shared across an organization, or with OEMs and system integrators

and quick and easy

to further ease network deployments, commissions and maintenance

calibration of a weighing

efforts. The software provides role-based access control with auditing

system from a safe area.

capabilities to help track user-specific activities and changes.

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Scalable SIL Controllers
The Allen-Bradley ® GuardLogix® 5580 and Compact

without adding extra hardware. It also can help future-proof

GuardLogix 5380 controllers from Rockwell Automation

machines for end users that may someday need to collect and

can be scaled from safety system levels SIL 2/PLd to SIL 3/PLe.

share more data.

This scalability can help engineers optimize a safety system de-

Both controllers are TÜV certified for functional safety.

sign and potentially reduce its costs, while adhering to the latest
machine safety regulations.
The controllers also use increased processing power to
achieve faster reaction times and shorter safe distances. This
can help create smaller machines, save valuable floor space
and increase operator efficiencies.
The controllers can help engineers consolidate the number
of controllers they use in complex machines. Having a single
controller for both standard and safety control can help improve
productivity and reduce the system’s cost, complexity and
cabinet size.
Embedded gigabit Ethernet on the controllers provides
greater communications capacity to support smart devices. This
can help engineers meet data-intensive smart-manufacturing goals
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PRODUCT FOCUS
>> IEC and NEMA Large Contactors

>> Ultrasonic Flowmeter

Rockwell Automation offers the Allen-Bradley ® Bulletin 300

Rockwell Automation Strategic Alliance Partner Endress+Hauser’s

NEMA contactors and Bulletin 100-E IEC contactors to help

Proline Prosonic Flow E 100 ultrasonic flowmeter measures flow,

machine builders design smaller, more energy-efficient panels.

temperature and volume of process water regardless of conductivity,

Traditionally, contactors have been used to switch electrical loads

pressure, density or temperature. The Prosonic Flow E 100 is designed

in numerous applications, such as motors, fans and pumps. However,

for industrial, process, power utility, fresh water, steam circuits and

large size contactors are increasingly used in applications to isolate

boiler feedwater system applications.

or bypass these loads and for switching of resistive loads. To accom-

It can measure flow in both directions as well as

modate this change, the new line of contactors feature a universal

water temperature. The all-stainless-steel flowmeter

coil, which offers machine builders more flexibility when controlling

works in process pressures up to 363 psi and in

with multiple voltages.

temperatures from 32 to 302°F. It is available in line

The new contactors also are smaller than previous product lines:

sizes from 2 to 6 in. for measuring flows up to

the IEC contactors have a 25% smaller footprint while the NEMA

1,680 gal./min. with accuracy of ±0.5% fs.

contactors are 45% smaller.

Accuracy is based on accredited calibration

The contactors replace the Allen-Bradley Bulletin 100-D and
100G IEC and Bulletin 500 NEMA Size 6-8 contactors. While the

rigs according to ISO 17025.
The flowmeter measures volume flow rate by

previous line featured contactors for applications from 115-860A, the

combining all the flow velocities determined by its sensor pairs within

new contactors are designed for applications from 116 to 2,650A.

the cross-sectional area of the meter body with extensive knowledge
of fluid flow dynamics.
Process outputs sent via 4-20mA with HART include volume flow,
mass flow, flow velocity, temperature and three totalized values. The
HART signal also includes diagnostic outputs such as acceptance
rate, sound velocity, signal strength, signal to noise ratio, turbulence
and signal asymmetry. It also has a pulse/frequency/switch output.

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Micro Programmable Logic Controller
The Allen-Bradley ® Micro870™ PLC from Rockwell

including a USB programming port, a non-isolated serial port and

Automation can support smart micro applications that require

an Ethernet port. It also can support up to two axes of motion.

up to 304 I/O points, 280 KB of memory and 20,000 program instructions.
The PLC uses a flexible design concept that provides designers

The new Connected Components Workbench™ software
version 11 provides a single design environment for programming
the PLC. The software can also be used to configure Allen-Brad-

up to three plug-ins and eight expansion I/O modules. This capa-

ley PanelView™ 800 graphic terminals, PowerFlex® AC drives,

bility allows them to easily customize or expand the controller to

Kinetix® component servo drives, electronic overload relays, light

meet each machine type’s unique requirements.

curtains and configurable safety relays. This feature is designed

The controller’s 280 KB memory capacity supports modular
programming and the use of user-defined function blocks to help

to save engineers time and costs compared with using another
programming tool for each device in a system.

reduce design time. Additionally, machine builders can use this
memory capacity to maintain
a single program for all machine models that use the PLC.
The controller communicates via EtherNet/IP™ and
includes multiple embedded
communications options,
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>> Universal Industrial Gateway
The Universal Industrial Gateway from Encompass™ Product Partner
Spectrum Controls is the newest addition to the WebPort family
of products. It provides a single solution for connecting multiple
devices across multiple protocols.
In systems where the installed base includes industrial Ethernet
or serial protocols, maintaining communications across devices is
critical and upgrading equipment
isn’t always feasible.
The gateway can connect
multiple devices simultaneously,
each with a different protocol,
saving time and cost of configuring
multiple gateway devices.
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Sytech Inc.
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Analytics for Industrial
Productivity
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Tolomatic

11

WITTENSTEIN, Inc.
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Rockwell Automation has expanded the FactoryTalk®
Analytics portfolio, originally piloted as “Project Scio.” The
advanced analytics environment was developed to reduce the
complexity of the operations environment.
FactoryTalk Analytics is designed for scale, discovering
and connecting data sources from the edge of the network
up through the enterprise, and then intelligently fusing the

You’re just 1 click away from getting free online
articles from The Journal. Just go to
www.rockwellautomation.com/thejournal/go/
tjsubscribe. Check “The Journal” box to get your free
e-newsletter that brings you the digital edition of The
Journal every issue – plus additional Web-exclusive
how-to articles, case studies and product news from
Rockwell Automation and its Encompass™ Product
Partners and Solution Providers.
Visit .RA./go/
tjsubscribe

SIGN UP TODAY!
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information to resolve issues close to the source. At the edge of
the device, this can result in near-immediate resolution of production issues. With machine learning capabilities, the system
learns the process and looks for trends in the data, proactively
presenting users with insights before an issue arises.
Focused on driving ease of use and productivity, the environment features Internet-like search capabilities of production
data, and self-serve drill-downs, allowing the user to make
data-driven decisions quickly. Using Microsoft ® Azure™ cloud
further helps develop and power advanced IoT solutions from
the edge to the cloud.
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Product Catalog App Now Released
for Mobile Devices:
Supports iOS and Android Platforms
Now available in the iTunes App Store and on Google Play, the
Rockwell Automation® Product Catalog App allows you the
convenience to browse or search our comprehensive product
offering from your Apple iPad and iPhone, along with Android
phones and tablets. Scan the codes to the right and download
the app today!

Learn more at:

www.rockwellautomation.com
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Now with
Cloud
Automate Track & Trace
with ControlLogix® and tManager®

Introducing
the MQTT
protocol in
tManager

tManager®

MS SQL
Oracle
IBM D2

MQTT

Industrial, in chassis, drag and drop
connectivity between IT and OT

Use Softing’s tManager for track & trace,
download recipes, monitor production metrics
Optimize your plant with tManager

tManager

’
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ControlLogix

Softing Inc.

tManager in chassis connectivity for ControlLogix PLCs
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